Brookline Capital Markets Announces Strategic Partnership Agreement with Stuart Frankel & Co.
NEW YORK, June 9, 2022 -Brookline Capital Markets, a division of Arcadia Securities, LLC (“Brookline”), is pleased to announce today
that it has entered into a strategic partnership with Stuart Frankel & Co. Founded in 1973, Stuart Frankel &
Co. is the oldest independent brokerage firm on the Floor of the New York Stock Exchange with trading desks
in both the United States as well as Europe. Leveraging its unmatched access to global markets, Stuart Frankel
& Co. ensures that executions for its clients are discreet, anonymous, conflict-free, cost-efficient, and have a
minimal impact across global markets.
Pursuant to the terms of the agreement, Brookline will now provide Stuart Frankel & Co. – as well as the
entirety of its global institutional investor client network – with unrestricted access to Brookline Capital
Markets’ proprietary equity research platform offering.
Bill Buchanan, Jr., a Managing Partner at Brookline Capital Markets, commented, “we’re thrilled to announce
our new strategic partnership with Stuart Frankel & Co. and we’re excited to expand the reach of our Firm’s
research offering into Frankel’s unique client network. We couldn’t be happier to partner with one of Wall
Street’s oldest and most well-regarded firms and we look forward to a transformative relationship between
our two Firms.”
About Brookline Capital Markets
Brookline Capital Markets, a division of Arcadia Securities, LLC, is a leading investment banking boutique
based in New York City. Brookline provides a comprehensive suite of capital markets and strategic advisory
services to cutting-edge public and private life sciences, medical technology and diagnostics companies, as
well as to Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (“SPACs”) and other emerging growth enterprises.
Since inception, Brookline has expanded from five to over 25 fulltime colleagues and has completed nearly
200 transactions for its clients valued at approximately $4.5 billion. Brookline continues to provide research,
financing solutions and strategic advice to promising life sciences, medical technology and diagnostics
companies in both the public and private markets, as well as to Special Purpose Acquisition Companies
(“SPACs”) and other emerging growth enterprises.
About Stuart Frankel & Co
Founded in 1973, Stuart Frankel & Co is the oldest independent brokerage firm on the Floor of the New York
Stock Exchange. The three-generation family business prides itself on delivering world-class service to each
and every institutional investor client. The firm constantly innovates to improve its suite of offerings.
Driven by values of honesty, excellence, and transparency, Stuart Frankel & Co offers a range of services,
including world-class execution, unmatched access to the NYSE, and exclusive events with industry
stakeholders.

